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Abstract. At the Department of Aeronautics, Naval Architecture and Railway Vehicles of Budapest 

University of Technology and Economics there is a versatile micro turbojet test bench based on TS-21 

turbostarter engine. Besides research and developement purposes it offers a more practical study and 

experience for the aerospace engineering students. In this study the authors have accomplished a 

theoretical design of an additional fan stage to the original TS-21 engine. Based on the results of this 

study a decision can be made, whether the modification of the present device is worth or not. For 

supplementing this decision, a complex feasability study was carried out from a simple one-

dimensional flow analysis through computational fluid dynamics and stress analysis of the mechanical 

parts. If the designed equipment will be manufactured, the resulting turbofan engine can be used to 

model large scale types for various research and educational purposes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The utilization of the turbofan engines has been increasing since its presence and it has become the 

most commonly employed engine in the commercial and military aviation. It has benefits, like lower 

fuel consumption at approximately 0.8 flight Mach number [1], which is the most widely used cruise 

speed of large civilian aircraft. This construction also offers reduced noise levels, the slower exhaust 

gases make it possible, that the turbofans are significantly quieter than the alternative engine types [2]. 

Due to their wide spread, there is a multitude of research fields, which are nowadays investigated, 

like noise [3] or pollutant emissions [4], which can also include deeper insight into the physical 

processes of fuel management [5,6], improving control and diagnostic system to increase service life 

and profitability of the power plant [7,8]. This development can serve as a basis for multiple 

investigation fields. 

A possible classification of the turbofan engines is based on the bypass ratio (BPR) as shown in 

Table 1, namely the ratio of mass flow rate of the bypass stream and mass flow rate entering the core 

engine. 

 

Table 1 The classification of the turbofan engines by BPR [9] 

Bypass Ratio Engine designation Employment 

0,2-3 low BPR turbofan 
military engines, higher flight Mach numbers, early 

commercial aircraft 

4-6 high BPR turbofan usual commercial aeroplanes, military transport vehicles 

8-12 ultra high BPR turbofan 
recently developed engines for less fuel consumption and 

emission 
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In the specifications of the newest turbofan engines as CFM LEAP-1A or General Electric GEnx 

can be found some noteworthy developments of the predecessor of each. For example, as we compare 

the LEAP-1A and CFM’s previous turbofan engine, namely the CFM56-5B, the LEAP-1A has a thrust 

specific fuel consumption approximately 14 percent less, than the CFM56, nevertheless it provides 

more thrust [9]. 

There is an experimental turbojet engine at the Department of Aeronautics, Naval Architecture and 

Railway Vehicles of Budapest University of Technology and Economics, namely the TKT-1, that has 

been built from a TSz-21 gas turbine. It has a single stage centrifugal compressor, annular combustion 

chamber and single stage axial gas generator turbine. In this study a theoretical fan design is done in 

connection with the TKT-1 jet engine. 

 

 
Figure 1 The TKT-1 jet engine on test bench a) [10] and the visualization of the turbofan concept b) 

 

 

2. DESIGN OF THE AFT FAN STAGE 
 

2.1 Determining the fundamental geometrical parameters 

 

Due to the constraints of the original layout of the TS-21 engine, an aft fan could be attached with 

less effort in contrast to almost exclusively spread front fan used on the vast majority of aviation 

turbofans. 

The properties of air are taken from the International Standard Atmosphere at sea level, under static 

conditions, as the proposed test bench could operate under such circumstances. The chosen initial 

parameters: 

 BPR = 11 to model up-to-date engine constructions; 

 Inner diameter = 0.3 m  to allow enough space around the core engine; 

 Velocity of the air at the inlet = 120 
s

m  in order to keep the Mach number in the rotating 

assembly at a reasonably low level. 

The mass flow rate taken from the documentation of the TS-21 is 1.18 s
kg

 [11].  

According to the definition of bypass ratio:  

hot

cold

m

m
BPR




 .      (1) 

From this equation the mass flow rate of the bypass stream:  

s
kg

s
kg

BPRmm hotcold 98.121118.1      (2) 

Based on continuity the required surface is:  
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2.2 Determining the fan stage power requirement and turbine power 

 

There were calculations made with three different bypass ratio (BPR) values and within them three 

pressure ratio values. The most suitable version was chosen based the graphs shown in Figure 2. The 

BR = 11 requires more torque, than the The BR = 7 version as seen in Figure 2 and the turbine can 

provide this amount at lower RPM, namely at 22200 1/min. That was considered as the most 

benefitical option, because the lower RPM results in less tangential velocity at the tip of blades. 

Furthermore there is a fairly small amount of loss of the maximal turbine power, the BR = 11 version 

could utilise 53 kW out of 58 kW. 

 

 
Figure 2 Turbine power characteristics and compressor power requirements at different bypass ratios 

 

2.3 Determining the geometry of the blades of the rotor  

 

The refined geometry of the fan blades was designed based on scientific literature [12].  

The important results of the design: 

The length of blades: ml 0.085  

The number of blades: pcsz 18  

Normally, the vane angles in the stator cascade should be determined in a similar way as it was 

carried out in the case of the rotating blades. However, as the rotor does not imply a significant flow 

deflection under all operational circumstances, it was not necessary to perform a detailed design. The 

maximum deviation from axial direction is only 8 degrees, which allows a simple straight vane to be 

placed downstream of the rotor. Using this concept, the geometry is significantly simplified, 

meanwhile the leading edge will have a small incidence at higher loads, that is still much below the 
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stall margin. This can be seen later in Fig. 6 where the simplified three dimensional flow domain is 

represented. 

 

 
Figure 3 Sections of the rotor blade at the tip a) and at the root b) 

 
 
3. STRUCTURAL ANALYS 

 

The structural analysis was performed with the software Inventor from Autodesk. The blades were 

placed in the disk and they were checked as a structure. The most significant load is a result of the 

rotational motion. The load from the aerodynamic forces are normally about 20-30 percent of the 

centrifugal load, however, in this case the stage pressure ratio, consequently the blade loads are 

significantly less then usually. Therefore, the loads from aerodynamic forces were neglected. 

The simulation was done with general aluminium alloy. The maximum value of displacement is 

0.8139 mm at the tips of the blades as shown in Figure 4 and the location of the maximum stress can 

be found in the disk groove, where the blades are inserted, its value is 188.5 MPa as shown in Figure 

5. The minimum safety factor is 1.46. 

 

 
Figure 4 Displacement of the blade tip 
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Figure 5 Location of the maximum stress: a) overview of blade and disk b) detail of disk slot 

 
The mesh independency test was performed between 75000 and 750000 elements, and it shows, 

that the results have a convergence rate of 5.59 %. 

 

 
4. CFD SIMULATION 

 

The CFD simulation has been accomplished in the CFX environment of ANSYS Academic 

version. This allows a limited number of mesh nodes and elements, but regarding the preliminary 

nature of this investigation these limitations were not posing significant restriction on the results. 

 

4.1 The flow domains 

 

Considering the computational capacity, instead of the entire geometry only a section of the whole 

model was simulated, namely 3 blades in the rotor and 3 blades in the stator. That is how the flow 

domain was built, shown in Figure 6. The silver domain on the left is the inlet, the grey domain is the 

rotating cascade, followed by the stator in orange and the last green domain on the right is the outlet. 

 

 
Figure 6 The different flow domains 
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4.2 Meshing 

 

In the rotor and stator was the body sizing set to 4 mm, in the inlet and outlet to 6 mm. The face 

sizing of the rotor and stator was set to 4 and 5 mm, on the cylindrical surfaces of the inlet and outlet it 

was set to 5 mm. On the surfaces of the blades was set a finer meshing also, 3 mm in the rotor and 3.5 

mm in the stator and the size function was set to curvature with a local minimum size of 0.25 mm. 

On all of the wall surfaces there was inflation applied, all of them with the same settings. A total of 

seven layers, with a growth rate of 1.35 and the maximum thickness set to 1.5 mm. 

With the mentioned settings the mesh of the whole domain has 796292 nodes and 2645946 

elements, which is indicated in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Figure 7 Meshing of the domains 

 

4.3 Setup 

 

Due to the reduced flow domain, rotational periodicity interfaces were set on the cut surfaces of 

each domain, that are shown with curved purple arrows in Figure 8. The black arrows show the 

direction of air flow. 

Between each domain were set interfaces with general connection. On both sides of the rotor frozen 

rotor setting was applied and between the rotor and stator a pitch change was set. The reason behind 

this setting is that the stator has five more blades compared to the rotor, thus the section of this domain 

is of a smaller extent. 

On the outer cylindrical surface of the rotor a counter rotating wall boundary was placed. 

As inlet there were ambient total temperature and mass flow rate applied as shown in the following 

equation, where 3 is the number of modelled blades and 18 is the total blade number: 

 

s
kg

s
kg

m 166.298.12
18

3
     (4) 

 

On the outlet was static pressure set, with the value of 1660 Pa. The simulation was done also with the 

difference of the boundaries on the inlet and outlet. Ambient total pressure and temperature were set 

on the inlet and static pressure on the outlet. The results were the same with a negligible difference. 
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Figure 8 Boundaries on the domains 

 

4.4 Solution 

 

As Figure 9 shows the imbalances have converged within 200 iterations, their values are well 

below 1 percent, which is usually considered as a level of confidence. 

 

 
Figure 9 The values of imbalances 

 

4.5 Results 

 

The most of the results have minimal difference to the result of the calculations. That is caused 

probably by the values of efficiency, that were estimated values. There were cases, when semi-

empirical formulae were used. The streamlines show the expected way of airflow. The highest value 

of velocity can be found on the low pressure side of the rotor blades, where the increased magnitude is 

due to the peripheral speed of the rotating frame. 
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Figure 10 The streamlines through the flow domains, starting from the inlet at left 

 

The distribution of pressure on the outlet is shown in Figure 11. The average pressure on the outlet 

is 108452 Pa, the result of the calculation was 106046 Pa. The difference is due to the above 

mentioned experimental value of the efficiency. These values have been determined for highly loaded 

blade cascades, however, in this case the stage pressure ratio is rather low, which probably allows 

higher efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 11 Distribution of total pressure on the outlet 

 

The dimensionless wall distance y+ is an important value of the boundary layer. In this case the 

maximum value of it is 53.58, but the average value is around 35 as seen in Figure 12. This variable 

must fall between 20 and 200, to allow an appropriate modeling of the boundary flow structure. 

According to the presented values one can state that the CFD simulation can be accepted as these 

values are corresponding to the requirement on all surfaces. 
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Figure 12 The values of y+ 

 

In order to inspect the effect of the quality of meshing on the results of the simulation, a mesh 

independency survey has been carried out in a wide range of node numbers. As illustrated in Fig. 13, 

there were selected parameters whose change against node number was plotted. According to the trend 

of these variables one can state that the CFD results do not change significantly over 1.000.000 node 

number. 

 

 
Figure 13 Values of the mesh independency test 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The authors have performed a preliminary design of a fan stage for a micro turbine engine that 

could be used in research and higher education. 

The first step of the design included the selection of the appropriate bypass ratio, pressure ratio, 

rotating speed and power requirement adapted to the available power from the free turbine of the TS-

21 turbostarter. After several initial investigations with the original reduction gearbox it was clear that 

the power-torque curve of the turbine is not optimal for that largely reduced speed. The fan requires 

more peripheral speed so the reduction gearbox was considered as a next step of the design and now 

was set to a ratio which resulted in an optimal speed configuration for the fan stage. 

During the following steps of the design two aerodynamic modelling was performed, one simplified 

one-dimensional and a three-dimensional CFD study. The mechanical arrangement of the fan stage was 
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also modelled in finite element method and the resulting stresses were compared with allowable limits 

applicable to general aluminium alloys that could be used as a basis for manufacturing. 

The turbofan engine based on the TS-21 turbostarter could produce 1337 N thrust, which is about 

four times more than the TKT-1 turbojet developed from the same type. The conversion would not 

require much modification and new opportunities of research would occur. 

As a further step of the development, before manufacturing the fan stage the reduction gearbox 

shall be redesigned as the authors have taken a floating output speed to optimize the fan performance, 

which has resulted in a much smaller reduction ratio. 

Another interesting study could be the realization of a front-fan configuration that would 

supercharge the core engine resulting in a boost of power section performance as well. 
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